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resume - La diffusion des rayons X et des neutrons par un systeme 
multicouches produit des " pics de Bragg " aux petits angles. L'intensite des 
pics est fonction du contraste entre les couches successives. Avec la technique 
de diffusion de neutrons, il est possible de changer le contraste et donc 
d'obtenir davantage d'informations sur la structure. Dans cet article, nous 
presentons deux exemples. Dans le premier exemple, des multicouches Fe/Si 
sont etudiees par diffraction de neutrons polarises. La variation de contraste 
produit par le changement de polarisation des neutrons permet de conclure a 
la presence d'un alliage d'interface non magnetique entre le Silicium amorphe 
et le Fer magnetique. Dans le second exemple, la modulation d' hydrogene dans 
des echantillons Silicium/Silicium hydrogene est observee par substitution 
isotopique de H, D et de HxDl -x. 

Abstract - Multilayers give rise to " Bragg " peaks in small angle X -ray 
and neutron scattering. The intensity of the peaks is a function of the contrast 
between the layers. In neutron scattering experiments, information can be 
obtained from change of contrast between the layers or between the interfaces 
and the layers. In this paper two examples are presented. In the first example, 
iron/ silicon multilayers are studied by polarized neutron scattering. A 
nonmagnetic alloy is found between pure iron and pure silicon. In the second 
example, the modulation of hydrogen in siliconlhydrogenated silicon 
multilayers is shown by isotopical substitution of H, D and of HxD l  -x  
mixtures. 

I) Introduction 

Multilayered materials with a modulation wavelength in the 10-100 A range can valuably be studied by 
Low Angle X-ray Scattering (LAXS) and by Low Angle Neutron Scattering (LANS) techniques. A typical e l  20 
(specular) reflectivity diagram exhibits a plateau of total reflection followed by a (sin 0)-4 decrease on 
which "Bragg" peaks of the modulation take place. The parameters of an ideal muftilayer are the thicknesses 
of the layers and their atomic densities. The standard deviation of the thicknesses resulting from errors in the 
fabrication processes, the roughness at the interfaces and the effect of alloying between the layers must be 
considered in real samples. In principle, all the parameters should be deduced from the whole diffraction 
pattern and in particular from the total reflection angle, the positions of the "Bragg" peaks, their widths, and 
their intensities. 

The usual way to determine the parameters is to build a model of the atomic distribution, deduce the 
profile of scattering amplitude density, simulate the reflectivity and finally compare the calculated spectra 
with the experimental data. 
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This simulation can be easily achieved in the dynamical theory by using the optic laws. It consists of 
determining the refraction indices in each medium or layer and using the Fresnel equation at the interfaces 
[ I ]  [2]. The multiple reflections lead to a classical recursion formula where the roughness at the interface 
can be introduced by a Debye-Waller like factor [3]. 

The refraction indice of X-rays or neutrons in a medium A is given by nA=l- 6A+iPA where 6A= p~ 
h2/2n. h is  the wavelength and p~ is the scattering amplitude density. p~ is equal to the sum of the product 
of the atomic scattering amplitudes of the elements of A by their atomic density in the layer. The imaginary 
part is related to the absorption in the layers . 

The kinematical theory is considered to be valid if the reflectivity is not larger than 0.3-0.4 [4]. In this 
theory, the intensity of the "Bragg "peaks of an ideal multilayer is directly proportional to (PA 

IF(K)I~ where F is the structure factor of the cell and K the scattering vector. ( p ~  - p ~ )  is the contrast 
between the layers. As this approximation is simple and is valid for the samples studied here, it will be used 
for the qualitative discussions. 

Practically, the simulation method is not always direct. For example, it is difficult to distinguish between 
roughness and alloying at the interfaces: both lead to a damping of the specular reflectivity in the high angles 
range. On the other hand, with X-ray, it is not very convenient to see a hydrogen modulation in amorphous 
silicon : indeed, it is correlated with a density modulation which contributes to the diffraction pattern. 

A convenient way to get more experimental information is to perform experiment in which the contrast 
between the layers is modified and controlled by external parameters. This can be achieved using X-ray with 
wavelengths close to the absorption edge of one of the elements. One can use neutrons in isotope substitution 
studies or one can use polarized beam when at least one of the layers is magnetic. 

In this paper, we present two examples where the change of contrast has provided information that was 
very difficult or even impossible to obtain from one experiment and from a simple simulation. 

The first example deals with the Fe/Si multilayered system. In this example iron is magnetic, silicon is 
nonmagnetic and an alloyed interlayer is formed between pure materials. With X-rays or non polarized 
neutrons the scattering amplitude density of the interlayer has an effect equivalent to roughness. With 
polarized neutron it has been possible to keep the scattering amplitude density of the alloy constant and to 
make the scattering amplitude density of iron almost equal to that of silicon. In this case only the interface 
was seen. 

The second example is that of siliconlhydrogenated silicon multilayers. Although the X-rays do not see the 
hydrogen, reflectivity peaks arise because the hydrogenated silicon is less dense that the pure silicon. In 
replacing the isotope H by D or by a HXD1-, mixture, it was possible to show that the density modulation did 
correspond to the hydrogen modulation. A relation between the hydrogen content and the decrease of the silicon 
density has been established. 

11) Studv of FelSi multilavers with oolarized neutrons 

Principle of the experiment 

As recalled in the introduction, the intensity of the nth peaks of an ideal multilayer can be written: 

In - ( P S ~ - P F ~ ) ~  I F(Kn )12 

psi= dsi bsi where dsi is the silicon density and bsi is the coherent scattering amplitude of silicon. 

p~~ depends on the magnetic state of iron and on the polarization of neutrons. 

If the neutrons are not polarized , then P F e = m d F e .  

If the neutrons are polarized parallel to the iron magnetic moments, then p+Fe=(bFe+p)dFe. 

If the neutrons are polarized antiparallel to the iron magnetic moments, then ~ - F e = ( b F e - ~ ) d ~ e  . 
d~~ is the density of iron, b ~ ,  = 0.975 10-12cm is the nuclear coherent scattering amplitude of iron, 

and p=0,27 p 10-12cm is the magnetic scattering amplitude. For fi=2.2pB, P - F ~  is very small compared to 

P + ~ ~ .  The flipping ratio Rn= ln+/ln- (ratio between intensities measured in the two geometrical 
configurations) is expected to be the same at all the order and is equal to Fe)2/(pSi-P-Fe)2. From 
the recursion formula, the scattering amplitude profiles of an ideal multilayers pictured in figure l a  are 
expected to give the reflectivities shown in figure 2a. 

Experimental results 

FeISi samples were prepared by evaporation of Fe and Si in a high vacuum chamber [5]. The substrates 
were float-glass plates and were kept at liquid nitrogen temperature during the deposition process. The 
evaporation rates were controlled by two independent quartz monitoring systems. The neutron scattering 
experiments were performed on the IN20 instrument at the lnstitut Laue Langevin. The neutrons at the 



wavelengh 2.36A were polarized using a Heusler monochromator. The instrument was set in the triple axis 
configuration with a graphite analyser in the elastic position and a PG filter in order to reduce the 
background. Collimatiors were placed 10' on each side of the sample. The sample was mounted in a split coil 
superconducting magnet, providing a vertical 2 Tesla magnetic field, in the plane of the layers. All the data 
were taken at T=100K. 

As shown in figure 3, the flipping ratio Rn is not the same for all the peaks. It is even lower than 1 at the 
4th order. The scattering amplitude profile has to be reconsidered [6] 171 [8]. 
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Fig.1: Schematic drawing of the neutron 
scattering amplitude density for a Fe/Si 
multilayer (50 bilayers - thickness of 
~e=25A and thickness of Si=95A) 

a)abrupt profile 
b)profile with a non-magnetic 

interlayer 
(the relative scales between the atomic 
s$attering amplitude densities are respected). 
p is the scattering amplitude of the 
non-magnetic alloy. 
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Fig.2: Calculated 8/28  polarized neutron 
reflectivity (from scattering amplitude 
profiles of Fig.1) of FeISi multilayers with 
h=2.36A : 

a)abrupt profile 
b)profile with a non-magnetic 

interlayer (e=16 A) 

Fig.3: Experimental 8/28 polarized neutron diffraction pattern from the Fe/Si multilayer (h=2.36A ). 
I+= intensity collected when the spins of the neutrons are parallel to the iron atomic moment. 
I-= intensity collected in the antiparallel geometry. 



Model of atomic profile 

From Mossbauer spectroscopy data [9], it was established that a part of the iron atoms of the sample was 
invoked in an amorphous nonmagnetic phase. We then postulated that this phase was located at the interface 
between the silicon and iron layers. In a crude hypothesis, we considered that the period was made of 4 layers: 
.... ISiliconIamorphous non magnetic alloylmagnetic iron1 amorphous non magnetic alloy1 ...... The scattering 
amplitude density of the non magnetic alloy is p'. As only the iron layers are magnetic, the scattering 
amplitude profiles are those pictured in figure Ib. Only the iron scattering amplitude changes with the 
neutron polarization. It is particularly interesting to note that in the antiparallel geometry the interfaces 
exhibit contrast with silicon layers and with iron layers. In this particular case the LANS results from the 
interface. 

The calculated reflectivities are pictured in figure 2b. They reproduce the measured flipping ratios when 
the interlayer alloy is 16A thick [lo]. 

III)D i rmin i 

Preparation of the samples 

Silicon was evaporated continuously under a modulated pressure of hydrogen (H), deuterium (D) or of 
appropriate mixtures of hydrogen and deuterium (M=Hl.,Dx). The gases were introduced in the evaporation 
chamber through a 1 mm inner diameter tube heated at 2000°C in order to decompose hydrogen or deuterium 
molecules and to send a maximum of atoms to the substrate [ I  I ] .  The pressure sequences were 2x10-6 Torr 
during 30 s (silicon evaporated under vacuum) then 6x10-~ Torr during 30 s (silicon evaporated under 
pressure of hydrogen andlor deuterium) etc ... It was not possible to lower the pressure below 2x10'6 Torr 
between two sequences of "hydrogenation". The total number of layers was 100, and the expected deposition 
rate of silicon on the substrates was about 1.3 &s. The samples were removed at room temperature for 
measurements.Two types of sequences were grown: 

sequence A: SilSiMISilSiMI ... pure silicon1 silicon with mixture M= HI -,DX. 
sequence B: SilSiHISilSiDl ... same kind of sequence, but the isotope was alternately hydrogen or 

deuterium 

Electron microscopy and low angle X-ray scattering 

By using a microcleavage technique 1121, some fragments of the samples were collected on an electron 
microscope grid. The cross sectional micrographs show a sequence of dark and light stripes (fig.4). 

The low angle X-ray scattering (LAXS) patterns collected from samples of sequences A and B are identical. 
They exhibit two diffraction peaks showing the presence of a structural modulation (Fig.5). The wavelength of 
the modulation ( i.e., the width of the bilayers), as calculated from the position of the peaks, is 90 A, which is 
significantly larger than the modulation expected from a deposition in high vacuum, 80 A. 

As the electron and X-ray scattering from hydrogen and deuterium are very weak, they are not the origin 
of the contrast. More likely, the contrast originates in the modulation of the density of silicon which is known 
to be reduced when silicon is evaporated under hydrogen pressure [13]. 

Fig.5: Low angle X-ray scattering intensity 
Fig.4: Cross-sectional electron micrograph of versus scattering vector q for multilayers of 
Si1Si:HlSilSi:H multilayers type Si1Si:MISilSi:M (M=HxD1 -,). 



Low angle neutron scattering 

As the H and D scattering amplitude of neutrons are very different and of opposite sign, b~=-0 .374~10-  
12 cm, and b~ = 0.667~10-l2 cm , the hydrogen modulation can be shewn by changing the hydrogen - 

contrast. Neutron diffraction patterns from type A samples exhibit one diffraction peak at q = 0.070 A- l .  
This corresponds to the first LAXS peak. However, the intensity of this peak varies considerably with x. As 
shown in figure 6, it is maximum for x=O (M= H), decreases with x, reaches 0 for x = 0.7 and increases 
again when x is larger than 0.7. It is interesting to note that the intensity of this peak is not zero when the 
average coherent scattering of M (x=0.36) is zero. 

Fig.6: Intensity of the first diffraction peak 
versus concentration x of the H1-,DX mixture 

n experimental data 
- parabolic fit 

The interpretation of the data is straightforward in the kinematical approximation if we consider both the 
silicon density and the hydrogen content in the determination of the coherent scattering amplitude density. As 
illustrated in Fig.7, the contrast is maximum when M = H . The negative coherent scattering amplitude of H 
adds to the loss of silicon density to enhance the Contrast. When M= H 0.64 D0.36 , b~ = 0 and the contrast is 
only due to the difference of silicon density in the sublayers. For M= H 0.40D0.60 , pA is very close to p g  
and the contrast between the sublayers is very poor. The coherent scattering amplitude of M compensates the 
loss of the silicon density. Finally for M = D, p~ becomes larger than pA and the contrast reappears. In this 
model, the intensity of the peak is proportionnal to dSi2[bSit-(xbD+(1-x)bH)~]2. t is the relative loss of 
silicon atomic density in the hydrogenated silicon layers and C is the atomic percentage of hydrogen atoms in 
the same layers. The intensity varies with x as a parabola. The minimum of the best fitting parabola, located 
at x=0.7, leads to the relation: C = 1.2 t which links the loss of density of silicon to the hydrogen content. 

LANS patterns from type B samples show again a first peak attributed to the silicon density modulation 
corresponding to that observed in low angle X-ray scattering. But, in addition, a large pre-peak at q= 0.036 
A-1 is found. In this case, the neutrons see the period psi ,  p ~ i : ~ ,  psi, p ~ i : ~  The wavelength of the 
contrast is doubled and a superstructure peak appears. 

The above parabolic evolution of the intensity and the superstructure peak clearly show the hydrogen 
modulation and its connection with the silicon density variation. 

Fig.7: Schematic drawing of the neutron 
coherent scattering amplitude density p for: 

a) multilayers Si/Si:H/Si/Si:H 
b) multilayers Si1Si:MISilSi:M (M is 

the zero mixture H.64D.36) p i i  = psi:M 

C) multilayers Si1Si:DISilSi:D 



From the two examples it has been shown that the low angle neutron scattering technique can be a very 
powerful tool for the determination of multilayered structure. Its applications are not restricted to the study 
of static structure. It is to use for the determination of the diffusion process of hydrogen in silicon or for the 
study of magnetic transition in mutilayers. 
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